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ABSTRACT 

A Micromechatronic arm is best suited for many of the low range material handling systems where the power 

can be small but force in linear movement cases might be relatively high. Because of its simple structure and 

improved characteristics the PM stepper motor is an interesting alternative for low power applications where 

pneumatic or hydraulic linear drives are to be avoided .This paper studies and analyses a robust design and 

simulation of efficient Micromechatronic system using a Finite set value controlled auxiliary damped system to 

provide better operation of a permanent magnet linear stepper motor. The auxiliary damping control and 

current control circuit can improve the efficiency by reducing the vibration of forcer and adjusting better 

mechanical design. The processor based FSV program implementation can provide a smooth damping to 

achieve steady state in least time. 

KEYWORDS: Auxiliary winding, damping control, FSV control, Linear Motor, Micromechatronic actuator, 

PMLSM 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last few years the development of linear actuators has led to their increasing use in linear 

motion of mechatronic systems. Processor-controlled motors are one of the most versatile forms of 

positioning systems.  Industrial applications of a Micromechatronic linear motor can be found in high 

speed pick and place equipment and multi-axis machine CNC machines [1]. Hydraulic or pneumatic 

system would formerly have used widely which lack higher degree of automation and require routine 

maintenance to avoid safety hazards and messy oil leaks [2]. Electric actuator systems are quiet, clean, 

non-toxic and energy efficient and can be integrated into sophisticated control systems even uses data 

bus communication [3]. The major disadvantages with electric actuators are increase in component 

costs about 40% higher and relatively low degree of force generated [4].  

The micro-mechatronic system consists of an articulated arm with sensors and hydraulic actuators that 

are activated electronically. Externally controlled micro- actuation benefits from the ability of 

operation on arbitrary surfaces, high power at small velocities, more power per weight, increased 

reliability, reduced noise and longer lifetime [5][6]. The paper gives preliminary work devoted to the 

design and control the system with Finite Setting Value algorithm for a flexible Permanent magnet 

linear stepper motor associated to a hydraulic system which is more efficient by it’s novel design for 

friction compensation and momentum control by means of a force-current feedback loop control of 

auxiliary damp winding and a feed forward controller [7]. Linear stepping motors are an excellent 

solution for positioning applications that require rapid acceleration and high-speed moves with low 

mass payloads. This interface is intended to be used for grasping tasks, where unilateral constraints 

are usually present and very high power is needed which is obtained by the hydraulic block controlled 
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by PMLSM. Dramatic reductions in voltage and power requirements 

microelectric motors and drive systems and by interfacing them with mechanica

The projected system of design 

system for the actuation of various linear 

winding for the damping and vibration control 

many advantages over the conventional system design and control.

II. MICRO-ELECTRIC 

The proposed linear motor is a brushless

control pulses into axial shaft motion

its stator "unrolled" so that instead of producing a 

length. One of the most common mode of operation is as a Lorentz

force is linearly proportional to the current and the                   

F = qv × B

Figure 1  : Representations of force distribution due to Lorentz

A permanent magnet linear m

effectively have multiple "toothed" 

and linearly distributed alternative electromagnets at the inner periphery of 

are energized step by step with 

shaft move, first one electromagnet is given power, which makes the 

attracted to the electromagnet's teeth. When the gear's teeth are thus

they are slightly offset from the next electromagnet.
 

 

Figure

 

A PMLSM has two parts, a stator and a 

winding which generates a travelling magnetic field. The mover has a number of permanent magnets. 

A PMLSM is capable of generating two forces, longitudinal and normal, which can be more or less 

independently assigned by an a

electromagnet is turned on and the first 

one and from there the process is repeated

integral number of steps making a full 

[9]. 
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Dramatic reductions in voltage and power requirements can be 

microelectric motors and drive systems and by interfacing them with mechanical systems.

bestow a robust design and simulation of efficient 

for the actuation of various linear mechanisms using  Finite Set Value controlled 

the damping and vibration control of a Permanent magnet linear stepper motor 

conventional system design and control. 

LECTRIC PM LINEAR STEPPER MOTOR 

motor is a brushless permanent magnet electric motor that can

pulses into axial shaft motion by dividing a full motion into a large number of steps

its stator "unrolled" so that instead of producing a rotational torque, it produces a 

most common mode of operation is as a Lorentz-type actuator, in which the applied 

force is linearly proportional to the current and the magnetic field as described in Figure 1

F = qv × B                   �   (1) 

 

Representations of force distribution due to Lorentz force

permanent magnet linear micro-stepper motors as shown in Figure 2. , on the other hand, 

"toothed" permanent magnets arranged in periphery of a

alternative electromagnets at the inner periphery of stator

 an external control circuit like a microcontroller. To

, first one electromagnet is given power, which makes the nearest gear's

attracted to the electromagnet's teeth. When the gear's teeth are thus aligned to the first electromagnet, 

they are slightly offset from the next electromagnet. 

 

ure 2  :   Schematic Design of Linear PMSM 

A PMLSM has two parts, a stator and a forcer as shown in Figure 3. The stator hosts a three

winding which generates a travelling magnetic field. The mover has a number of permanent magnets. 

A PMLSM is capable of generating two forces, longitudinal and normal, which can be more or less 

independently assigned by an appropriate choice of the three-phase currents.

electromagnet is turned on and the first is turned off, the forcer moves slightly to align with the next 

and from there the process is repeated. Each of those slight movements is called a

integral number of steps making a full motion. In that way, the motor can be turned by a precise angle
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 obtained by making 

l systems. 

nd simulation of efficient Micromechatronic 

Finite Set Value controlled  auxiliary 

magnet linear stepper motor which has 

electric motor that can converts digital 

into a large number of steps which had 

 linear force along its 

actuator, in which the applied 

as described in Figure 1 [7][8].  

 

 

force 

, on the other hand, 

of a central shaft of iron 

stator. The electromagnets 

a microcontroller. To make the motor 

gear's teeth magnetically 

aligned to the first electromagnet, 

 

The stator hosts a three-phase 

winding which generates a travelling magnetic field. The mover has a number of permanent magnets. 

A PMLSM is capable of generating two forces, longitudinal and normal, which can be more or less 

currents. So, when the next 

slightly to align with the next 

is called a "step," with an 

In that way, the motor can be turned by a precise angle 
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Fig

 
Many advantages are achieved using

contacts are present, low cost, high reliability, high 

motion. The linear stepping motor is not subject to the same linear

block diagram representation of a

controlled electrical linear motor

 Fig

III. RELATED WORKS AND 

S. Seshagiri [10] demonstrated that stepper system could be fast and accurate with advanced 

feedback- position control . Bodson m., Chiasson j [11] used the technique of exact feedback 

linearization using full state-feedback, with extensions to the partial state

validation of the controller. Crnosija P., Kuzmanvoic B., and Ajdukovic S [12] improved performance 

by field control using a micro computer model

procedure which is more users friendly. Chen et a

tracking using an advanced feedback controller with a least

which was later by learning based control for precision control. These gave new way of intelligent 

controlling of the stepper motor to 

learning and artificial intelligent control. 

motor using intelligent neural network algorithms which give an 

in control process. However, many of the above systems have shown much complication in vibration 

and damping control of a linear actuator basically about a permanent magnet linear stepper motor.

Many systems with stepper motors need to control the acceleration

speed and motor is not subject to the same linear velocity and acceleration as in 

linear motor has the highest force density

of the mover's position one of its poles was

5, diminishing the total tangential force produced by the motor and thus

Beside this the magnetic flux passing through both the mover and the platen gave rise to

normal force of attraction between the two

tangential force of the motor. Due to this high attractive

linear bearing systems are required to maintain the precise air
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Figure 3  :   Basic Design of Linear PMSM 

Many advantages are achieved using this kind of motors, such as simplicity 

present, low cost, high reliability, high linear force at low speeds, and high accuracy of

The linear stepping motor is not subject to the same linear velocity and acceleration

ntation of a Mechatronic actuation composed of mechanical system actuated by 

motor shown in Figure 4. 

 
 

Figure 4  :   Mechatronic actuation system 

ORKS AND STRATEGIES  

demonstrated that stepper system could be fast and accurate with advanced 

position control . Bodson m., Chiasson j [11] used the technique of exact feedback 

feedback, with extensions to the partial state-feedback an

validation of the controller. Crnosija P., Kuzmanvoic B., and Ajdukovic S [12] improved performance 

by field control using a micro computer model-based feedback controller with a programmable 

procedure which is more users friendly. Chen et al. [13] proposed a new improved model for profile 

tracking using an advanced feedback controller with a least-squares-based identification procedure 

which was later by learning based control for precision control. These gave new way of intelligent 

ing of the stepper motor to facilitate with new intelligent methods like knowledge based 

learning and artificial intelligent control. B. K. Bose [14] put forward a system for speed control of 

motor using intelligent neural network algorithms which give an initiation for implying such methods 

However, many of the above systems have shown much complication in vibration 

and damping control of a linear actuator basically about a permanent magnet linear stepper motor.

er motors need to control the acceleration / deceleration when changing the 

and motor is not subject to the same linear velocity and acceleration as in 

the highest force density among micromotors. But it had several disadvantage

of the mover's position one of its poles was generating a significant breaking force

total tangential force produced by the motor and thus reducing its efficiency. 

passing through both the mover and the platen gave rise to

normal force of attraction between the two armatures. This was over 10 times the peak holding

Due to this high attractive force produced of all the pole

systems are required to maintain the precise air-gap between the mover and

logy, March 2012. 
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 since no brushes or 

at low speeds, and high accuracy of 

velocity and acceleration. The 

composed of mechanical system actuated by 

demonstrated that stepper system could be fast and accurate with advanced 

position control . Bodson m., Chiasson j [11] used the technique of exact feedback 

feedback and experimental 

validation of the controller. Crnosija P., Kuzmanvoic B., and Ajdukovic S [12] improved performance 

based feedback controller with a programmable 

l. [13] proposed a new improved model for profile 

based identification procedure 

which was later by learning based control for precision control. These gave new way of intelligent 

facilitate with new intelligent methods like knowledge based 

forward a system for speed control of 

initiation for implying such methods 

However, many of the above systems have shown much complication in vibration 

and damping control of a linear actuator basically about a permanent magnet linear stepper motor.  

deceleration when changing the 

and motor is not subject to the same linear velocity and acceleration as in rotary one. The PM 

l disadvantage. In any 

generating a significant breaking force as shown in Figure 

reducing its efficiency. 

passing through both the mover and the platen gave rise to a very strong 

armatures. This was over 10 times the peak holding 

force produced of all the poles sophisticated 

between the mover and platen [15]. 
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Figure 5  : Alignment of forcer position 

 

Moreover, as the forcer speed increases, linear force decreases and the force curve may be extended 

by using current limiting drivers and increasing the driving voltage.  Attempting a high-speed move 

with a low mass payload results in the majority of the motor linear force applied to overcoming the 

friction. Linear motors are not compact force generators compared to a rotary motor with a 

transmission offering mechanical advantage. For example to produce even 6.5 N (1.5 lb) of 

continuous force, a linear motor’s cross section is approximately 50 mm x 40 mm (2”x 1.5”) [16].       

One of the major disadvantages of steppers is that it exhibits more vibration, as the discrete step tends 

to snap the shaft from one position to another due to the effect of momentum which is more at some 

speeds and can cause the motor to lose linear force. Thus it may affect effective force distribution, 

step angle resolution and accurate stepping position. So satisfactory damping of oscillations is an 

important issue to be addressed when dealing with the stability of shaft systems. The effect can be 

mitigated by accelerating quickly through the speed range, physically damping the system, or using a 

auxiliary flux distribution driver [17]. 

Tai-Sik , Seok [18] and Dong-Hun developed an active control scheme to damp the vibration of 

LHSM using a reluctance network based on the finite-element. But it suffers difficulties from a 

complex design and size of the control system. Barhoumi and Ben salah [19] designed a new model 

for positioning control of stepper motor using BP Neural Networks, showed many advantages over 

the conventional systems which make use of adaptive neural networking and knowledge base 

algorithms for the control.  

Kenneth Wang-, Norbert Chow [20] reported the satisfactory result of electronic damping based on 

the force constant and advanced algorithms for excitation and damping control, which is the 

motivation of this paper. Still the Kenneth - Norbert system suffer from some draw backs other the 

derived algorithms are more time consuming and the control of not much smoother. The proposed 

study is designed to achieve same with the use of an auxiliary winding at definite intervals in between 

stator poles which is exited by digitally controlled current from a processor. Finite set Value based 

algorithm is implemented in this system which proved a fast iterative mode of current control by 

probalistic selection of Finite error value coefficient.  

IV. MECHANICAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

An oscillating mass will always have momentum, which is a function of its shape, mass distribution, 

and rate of spin. Notice, for example, that a compact object with all the mass concentrated near the 

center of mass spins much easier than an object that has a lot of mass located far from the center of 

mass. Euler's first law states that the linear momentum of a body is equal to the product of the mass of 

the body and the velocity of its center of mass [21] [22] [23]. The distribution of mass describes an 

object’s mass moment (I).  

By knowing the mass (m), Linear Moment (I), and the object’s velocity (v), momentum (Ω) can be 

found.  
I = mv                                                                          �   (2) 

 

Using the continuity condition,  

 

    
��

��
=ρAV,                                                            �   (3) 

 

The momentum equation simplifies to  
 

       ΣF = Σ Vi
��

��
 = ρAVi2                                                           �   (4) 
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The change of momentum will have two parts, momentum inside the control volume, and momentum 

passing through the surface.  T

reduce the momentum as it may affect the optimum design 

linear Lorentz force. As the case of the micro stepper motor the 

changes in momentum control

necessarily equal, i.e. distribution of 

This variation of internal forces throughout the body is governed by law of motion of conservation of 

linear momentum, which normally are applied to a 

mechanics to a body of continuously distributed mass.

The most convenient way of control of the momentum is to use damping 

damping systems cannot be used 

system cannot be used in electrical motors.

damping.  

V. AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL 

To avoid the instability of the shaft after the step movement, a constant position contr

designed and used in winding mechanism.

capable of moving an inertial load at extremely high accelerations and relocating it to an accuracy of 

millionths of an inch over a limited ra
 

Figure 

A method of reducing vibration

auxiliary winding is proposed where 

6. Here eliminates the distortion within one sampling period by using a sampled

which makes use of the finite

applying the additional field which is 

eliminate the distortion produced

so that the winding facing the motion

other should be exited instantaneously with the pole excitation.

processor control which create a oppos

field flux area and the auxiliary supply is eliminated after 

save power and the smooth effective

auxiliary winding is controlled using the processing system which m

gradually until the system is acquired stability
 

Figure 
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The change of momentum will have two parts, momentum inside the control volume, and momentum 

The mass, velocity and dimensions of the shaft cannot be varied

as it may affect the optimum design of shaft dimensions to obtain a 

As the case of the micro stepper motor the variation in dimensions make

changes in momentum control. Moreover the density of internal forces at every point is

necessarily equal, i.e. distribution of stress is at shaft pole and momentum is maximum

This variation of internal forces throughout the body is governed by law of motion of conservation of 

linear momentum, which normally are applied to a mass particle but are extended in continuum 

mechanics to a body of continuously distributed mass. 

The most convenient way of control of the momentum is to use damping systems. The mechanical 

damping systems cannot be used in micromotors due to its huge size. The fluid 

system cannot be used in electrical motors. Thus most favored mode of operation is to use electrical 

LECTRICAL SYSTEM 

o avoid the instability of the shaft after the step movement, a constant position contr

designed and used in winding mechanism. Auxiliary-coil actuators are a special form of 

capable of moving an inertial load at extremely high accelerations and relocating it to an accuracy of 

millionths of an inch over a limited range of travel [25]. 

 
 

Figure 6 : Auxiliary winding slots portioning 

vibration in shaft systems by using a distortion-damper system with a two 

proposed where additional distortion source adopted [26] as described in Figure 

ere eliminates the distortion within one sampling period by using a sampled

which makes use of the finite-settling-value method [27] [28]. The system is demonstrated by 

applying the additional field which is opposite in polarity to the main field flux at both end to 

eliminate the distortion produced. There must be initialization of to switch on the 

the motion is switched on only after the forcer passed over the one

instantaneously with the pole excitation. The switching of winding is done by 

create a opposing flux so that the forcer movement is limited within main 

the auxiliary supply is eliminated after the damping control by current 

effective distortion control [29]. The value of the excitation

auxiliary winding is controlled using the processing system which makes the current to decay 

gradually until the system is acquired stability which is represented using a block diagram 

 
 

Figure  7 : Auxiliary winding slots portioning 

logy, March 2012. 
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The change of momentum will have two parts, momentum inside the control volume, and momentum 

he mass, velocity and dimensions of the shaft cannot be varied to 

imensions to obtain a sufficient 

variation in dimensions makes poor 

density of internal forces at every point is not 

is maximum shaft axis. 

This variation of internal forces throughout the body is governed by law of motion of conservation of 

mass particle but are extended in continuum 

systems. The mechanical 

luid damping control 

favored mode of operation is to use electrical 

o avoid the instability of the shaft after the step movement, a constant position control system is 

coil actuators are a special form of linear motor, 

capable of moving an inertial load at extremely high accelerations and relocating it to an accuracy of 

damper system with a two 

as described in Figure 

ere eliminates the distortion within one sampling period by using a sampled-data control system 

. The system is demonstrated by 

opposite in polarity to the main field flux at both end to 

There must be initialization of to switch on the auxiliary windings 

is switched on only after the forcer passed over the one and the 

The switching of winding is done by 

so that the forcer movement is limited within main 

control by current decaying to 

the excitation current in the 

akes the current to decay 

which is represented using a block diagram in Figure 7. 
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VI. MODELING OF THE AUXILIARY DAMPED PMLSM 

Characteristics of auxiliary winding control are based on solution of electromagnetic field 

equations and control mode of processor based switches and control for solution of traveling 

magnetic field equations [3][23][31]. Basic problems of field design revolve around 

estimating the distribution of magnetic flux in circuit, which may include permanent magnets, 

air gaps, high permeability conduction elements, and electrical currents. Exact solutions of 

magnetic fields require complex analysis of many factors, although approximate solutions are 

possible based on certain simplifying assumptions [30]. Obtaining an optimum magnet design 

often involves experience and tradeoffs. There are two systems to be designed – a system to 

produce an auxiliary field and current limiting circuit [31]. 

           

6.1. Auxiliary Damping Control 

 

Momentum equations for a motor design a feed-back controller, which can follow a desired 

momentum even in the case of large acceleration [32]. 

 

The mechanical part of the motor equations  

              ΣF =I
��

��
+kfw(t)+kmi(t)                                                          �   (5) 

 

The field excitation required in auxiliary windings to eliminate distortion for unit time period 
 

                   Fi=− � (Vap(t��(���
�

�

��

��
                                                             �   (6) 

 

The field excitation in main winding  
 

     Vapp(t) = L
��

��
 +Ri(t)+Kbi(t)                      �   (7) 

 

This sequence of equations leads to current to be applied on the auxiliary winding initially, 
 

             
��

��
= - 

�

�
�(��-

��

�
�(�� + 

��

�
  Vapp (t)                                            �   (8) 

 

Thus the resulting force developed in auxiliary winding will be   

          
��

��
 = - 

�

�
Kf w(t) + 

�

�
 Km i(t)                                                �   (9) 

 

The equations (6) to (9) describes the magnitude force F to be applied in order to obtain the resultant 

magnetic field force that can with hold the forcer head for a given time period dt. 

 

6.2. Auxiliary Current Control 
 

Once the forcer reaches the main magnetic field the auxiliary supply will be initiated which will 

control the forcer position within the limit so that the distortion and vibration of the forcer head may 

reduce and the damping is within the limit [33]. Once the stability is achieved the system current must 

be switched off which may help to save energy. A gradually decaying current system have a better 

performance over the forcer than instant switching which may be attained using current limiting 

system. 

Chopping can limit the current in the winding without generating excess heat.  It is quite elegant and 

efficient [34].  The essence of chopping is to switch the operating voltage on and off at a frequency 

higher than the operating range, and allow the winding itself to act as a filter, where Pulse-width 

modulation, in which the 'duty cycle' determines the behavior of the current.   
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Figure 8  : Conceptual model of Chopper circuit 

 
The most common approach is to automatically adjusting the duty cycle of the switches.  The 

conceptual model of a Chopper circuit as shown in Figure 8, define when an incoming activate signal 

is received, the coil is switched on.  Current through the coil is developed as a voltage across the 

position sensor. This voltage is proportional to the amount of current in the coil and forms an 

important part of our feedback loop.  The value of the resistor is very low, typically 1 ohm, which 

equates to 1 amp, when the voltage at the sense resistor is 1 volt.)  If R is large, the current through 

the motor windings will decay quickly when the higher level control system turns off this motor 

winding, but when the winding is turned on, the current ripple will be large and the power lost in R 

will be significant. If R is small, this circuit will be very energy efficient but the current through the 

motor winding will decay only slowly when this winding is turned off, and this will reduce the cutoff 

speed for the motor [25].  

The peak power dissipated in R will be I
2
R during Toff and zero during Ton; thus, the average power 

dissipated in R when the motor winding is on will be:  
 

     P = I
2
R 

����

 !" #  !$$
      �   (10) 

The sensed voltage is compared with a reference voltage, and when the sensed voltage becomes 

greater than the reference the logic it reduces the current value. When the voltage drops below the 

reference voltage the coil will give a signal to processor for further action unless of course the 

incoming activate signal is removed, in which case the coil is always off.  Thus the feedback logic 

flips the switch on and off when the current is too high, maintaining a smooth current decaying.  The 

reference voltage is typically adjustable which allows matching the current in the circuit to the motors 

rated current.  
 

6.3. Finite-Settling-Value Microprocessor Control  
An algorithm model of the microcontroller architecture is designed and desired operation is 

formulated using Finite-Settling-Value  [27][28], and a software simulator implementing the 

auxiliary-controlled actuator model including all the nonlinear elements is formulated to predict the 

real system's behavior and operation quite well [35][36] . 

1. START 

2. Initial values of main field flux, current position of shaft, shaft dimensional characteristics, 

proportion momentum, and frictional loss are determined. 

3. FSV error co-efficient is initialized which is based on the current decay constant and is 

maximum at excitation level. 

4. The direction of forcer movement is determined and corresponding switches are turned on 

and along with auxiliary winding supply at moving side. 

5. Once the forcer is moved the Ton,, Toff,  I, Fi is determined and the auxiliary coil at stationary 

side is energized. 

6. From the inertia force equation the value of the auxiliary winding current is found and the 

reference voltage is set. 

7. Once the forcer attains stability over 60% which is identified from position sensor current, the 

current control circuit is activated. 

8. The current control circuitry is kept on till the value reaches zero which is determined by 
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                     Toff 

 

9. The conditions are reset to new values 
 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

The experimental results of both the Modeling and Simulink procedures and the control system 

testing circuit are shown in Fig. 

conditions and characteristics is described. 

In the full step sequence, only one coil 

same sector. Still such mode of steps reduces the

with respect to the time for an auxiliary damped system is a s shown
 

Figure 9

The microcontroller based continuously varying mode of excitation 

instant switching makes the system to enable a smooth forcer movement with less 

damping control and higher accuracy.

The isolated auxiliary current distribution for a complete 

related to corresponding poles is
 

 

Figure 10  :   Distribution for auxiliary winding current 

The table of content shown below 

Step Sequence. Here, the step angle reduces to half

resolution is also increased i.e. it becomes double the angular resolution
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off = L 
%&'(()* 

+���                            

The conditions are reset to new values when it reaches the next step procedure.

ISCUSSIONS  

The experimental results of both the Modeling and Simulink procedures and the control system 

testing circuit are shown in Fig. 9 to Fig. 14. The influence of various parameters over the working 

conditions and characteristics is described.   

only one coil sector is energized at the same time and 

Still such mode of steps reduces the step resolution. The change in 

auxiliary damped system is a s shown in Figure 9. 

 
9  : Auxiliary Damped Full Step position Control 

The microcontroller based continuously varying mode of excitation as shown in Figure

instant switching makes the system to enable a smooth forcer movement with less 

accuracy. 

auxiliary current distribution for a complete full step motion for both au

 described in Figure 10, 

Distribution for auxiliary winding current between two isolated auxiliary windings

below gives the current distribution of main and auxiliary

step angle reduces to half the angle in full mode 

increased i.e. it becomes double the angular resolution in full mode. 

 

logy, March 2012. 
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                  �   (11) 

procedure.  

The experimental results of both the Modeling and Simulink procedures and the control system 

The influence of various parameters over the working 

same time and forcer moves to the 

in the forcer position 

 

as shown in Figure 9 instead of 

instant switching makes the system to enable a smooth forcer movement with less vibration, improved 

for both auxiliary winding 

 

between two isolated auxiliary windings 

auxiliary winding in Half 

 so that the angular 

in full mode.   
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Sl 

. 

No 

 

Step 

 

Time 

(S) 

Current 

at 

Coil A

(%) 

1 1 0.04 100 

2 1 0.08 100 

3 1 0.12 100 

4 1 0.16 100 

5 1 0.20 100 

6 1 0.24 100 

7 1 0.28 100 

8 1
�

,
 0.32 100 

9 1
�

,
 0.36 100 

10 1
�

,
 0.40 100 

11 1
�

,
 0.44 100 

12 1
�

,
 0.48 100 

13 1
�

,
 0.52 100 

 

The auxiliary current distribution for a 

described in Figure 11. which s

moving position (A2) may vary from its predistributed level gradually 

zero to maximum, enables a smooth 

achieved A 3 may increase gradually to a level

of main flux and reduced vibration.

. Figure 12  :   Current variation in auxiliary windings (A
 

The velocity distribution of the forcer 

due field excitation is varying as in a

auxiliary winding as shown in Figure
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The auxiliary current distribution for a half step motion for corresponding auxiliary winding s is 

hows that at each step angle the auxiliary winding current related to 

may vary from its predistributed level gradually and the counterpart

enables a smooth current decaying. For the next half step before full 

may increase gradually to a level depend on full excitation value to obtain 

of main flux and reduced vibration. 

Current variation in auxiliary windings (A1,A2,A3)  for a half step

The velocity distribution of the forcer with respect to the duty cycle is describes that 

due field excitation is varying as in a quadratic form, but later deforms due to the initial excitation 

Figure 13. 

logy, March 2012. 
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The Force – Speed curve plotted 

power decreases gradually a in inverse promotion do minimum 

compromised; it is favorable to use a electro mechanical system 

 

 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The paper proposes new design criteria over the conventional system 

efficient operation of the linear actuation system.

and the selected decay mode give

specifically it's ability to follow 

achieve the desired resolution in the 

implementation. The novel algorithm is feasible

minimal performance degradation. Future work will involve developing

algorithms, including approaches

improved damping control.  
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